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**THE ECONOMICS OF AGRICULTURAL MARKETING: A SURVEY**

Harold F. Breimyer*

Three distinctive schools present diverse interpretations of agricultural marketing. One of these derives from the economics of the farm business and casts marketing as all that happens to products past the farm. A second centers on marketing's co-ordinative role. A third is in allegiance to market development. Contemporary problems, beginning with those of the 1920 price reductions in the United States and accentuated by the worldwide depression of the 1930's, primarily explain the periods of heightened interest in marketing. In the early 1970's the common thread is institutional change in marketing, which originates in events as diverse as declining importance of assembly markets for price discovery, and the redesign of marketing within trading blocs such as the European Common Market.

I DEFINITIONAL CONCEPTS

The economics of marketing farm products has long been subject to uncertainty of identity. Economists who have devoted their talents to the field have been noted more for the differences in their characterizations of marketing than by their accord.

1.1 THE "WHAT HAPPENS" SCHOOL

At least three broadly different conceptualizations of the economics of farm product marketing can be observed in literature. The first is the most conventional and has been prominent in North America and generally in nations whose literature is written in the English language. It is also the least sophisticated, as it does little more than to draw a line between "production on the farm" and "marketing past the farm". In this idiom marketing is "what happens" between the farm and the consumer, and the economics of marketing is concerned with everything that happens.
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Presumably, the marketing of farm products acquired this designation following historical evolution whereby the delivery of farm products to the household consumer, once indistinguishable in unified production-marketing, acquired a character of its own. Specialized processors, wholesalers, and retailers came into existence, and as a result, this approach to marketing has always given attention to their role and performance.

The casual "what happens" definition was formulated by virtue of the fact that most farm food products were produced in a form suitable for delivery to the consumer. Commercial processing was not extensive and, significantly, did not transform the basic product. Consequently, marketing was seen as the addition of various physical services such as storage, transport, assembly (accumulation) and distribution to an identifiable product. Sometimes incidentally and sometimes crucially, exchange of ownership involving a middleman also occurred.

From the beginning non-food products of farming violated the simplifying thesis of minimum transformation. Extensive processing is applied to cotton, wool, tobacco and a few oilseeds and cereals used in industrial processes. Is this processing only incidental to the marketing of lint fibres, greasy wool, tobacco leaf, and grain?

To all farm products, food and non-food alike, there gradually came the further complication that actions were taken, and costs incurred, that changed the form of the product less than they changed the preferences of consumers. At least, such an outcome was sought; the extent of its realization remains almost a mystery. Included were the various practices of differentiation of product and of merchandising promotion. As will be explained later in this review, the economics of non-price competition has never ceased to confound marketing economists. It has grafted imperfectly with conventional market analysis based on neo-classical economic theory. In a different and heroic recourse it has led to a "school" of its own, as will be narrated in later pages.

Early postwar surveys of the new territory of economics of marketing were undeterred by these subtleties. In his definition Thomson took in all the eye could see: "The study of agricultural marketing... comprises all of the operations, and the agencies conducting them, involved in the movement of farm-produced foods and raw materials, and their derivatives such as textiles, from the farms to final consumers, and the effects of such operations on farmers, middlemen, and consumers" (223, p. 1).

Economists who followed in the wake of Thomson were somewhat less aggrandizing, or surely more guarded in language. In a standard text Koulds defines marketing almost ambiguously as "the performance of all business activities" in the farm-to-consumer flow (39, p. 9). Another school of thought retains a little more, as it rejects carrying every farm product all the distance to the consumer. Its members find it hard to regard selling apparel of high fashion in a shop in Paris, London, or New York as the marketing of a farmer's lint cotton. They would terminate farm product marketing where identity-changing transformation occurs (cf. [33, p. 6]).

1.2 THE CO-ORDINATING ROLE OF MARKETING

A second concept of marketing is posed differently from the first. The first school with its conveyor-belt image took little note of the dual, even schizophrenic, nature of marketing. Marketing does more than deliver product from farmer to consumer. It also is the seat of co-ordination and direction of economic activity.

The latter role has come to be treated by various scholars in manifold ways. In price-governed market economies, this aspect of marketing is typically described in terms of the recursive role of price, as the price realized for the basic commodity plus attached services becomes the signal for subsequent production of the commodity and services. In socialist economies, or for that matter in the non-market portion of mixed economies, various institutional arrangements other than price come into play.

Rudd expressed the dual-role idea in simplest language, as he called attention to the "two major tasks of a market or marketing system... the performance of the various (physical) operations... and... functioning as a price-making mechanism in the allocation of factors among producers and products among consumers" [202, p. 61].

Various economists projected the co-ordinating role of marketing into investigations of the total farm product economy. They saw it as the nexus for considering the entire equilibrium-establishing process. Waugh, who always stressed the co-ordinating side of marketing, with characteristic terseness put it as "the market as an equation of demand and supply" (247, p. 77). Thus, in this second conceptualization marketing encompassed virtually all the economics of agriculture other than the management of the farm business.

The German school, long impressed by the impersonal workings of supply and demand and a persistent search for coefficients of price and income elasticity of demand and periodicity in supply, have probably endorsed this version of marketing as wholeheartedly as any national group. At any rate, they did so until prospective entry of West Germany into the Common Market mandated an entirely new outlook on marketing (cf., Hanau 104).

To this date a considerable part of the equilibrium analysis for supply and price of farm products has been carried out under the assumptions of essentially perfect competition. Nevertheless, close upon the pioneering demonstrations of Sraffa, Robinson, and Chamberlin, the economics of imperfect competition was brought to bear on economic analyses in supply-demand-price equilibrium for farm products. Piercing the obscurities of various competitive models in farm product marketing remains a major engagement of market analysis. Beyond doubt the path-breaking study was that of Nicholls [173].

* Supply and demand analysis is no longer generally considered a subsector of marketing. It enjoys status of its own.
1.2.1 Institutions for Marketing

Within the context of marketing as the arena for co-ordination of the farm product economy the growing field of inquiry into market institutions, of which Shaffer is a spokesman, can be introduced. In strong terms Shaffer rejects the "traditional definition of agricultural marketing as what happens to farm products from the farm gate to the consumer" as being "inappropriate" [211, p. 1442]. He regards marketing as the "system of markets and related institutions which organize the economic activity of the food and fibre sector of the economy" [209, p. 1].

Instruments for the cooperating role of marketing are not confined to free-market price or, for that matter, to price of any origin. They can extend to devices of many varieties. This is true in capitalist nations, but the point is obviously more germane to socialist and other non-capitalist economics. Hence, this institutional definition of marketing serves to join the capitalist and socialist nations of the world into a common consideration of the marketing of farm products in which satisfactory communication is possible. For example, according to Now, in inter-war Italy marketing was treated "incidentally to the principles of corporativism" and comparative economic-political systems generally" [175, p. 448]. In the Soviet Union the administrative separation of production of farm products from their processing and distribution has been a thorn in the flesh of economists seeking to minister to the Soviet food and fibre economy. But by the same token it has directed attention to principles of market organization as an integral part of the planned economy.

In an almost ironic echo from socialist to capitalist economics, the price-directed open market in the latter is gradually being superseded by vertical integration. Manifestly, if price is to perform its co-ordinating function, the economy must be decomposed into individual firms of limited function. When integration occurs, those firms are progressively absorbed into vertical combines. The role of price is circumscribed when successive stages in marketing a farm product are telescoped under a single management, as prices that are employed internally are only shadow prices.

Should the newly internalized marketing processes be exposed to inquiry as a part of marketing? Shaffer, noting "since the development of the large and complex vertically integrated and conglomerate firm, groups of transactions within the firm become similar to a market," chooses to regard "intrafirm interplant transactions" as "part of the subject matter of marketing economics" [209, p. 5]. All economists would agree on the appropriateness of the question but not all would accept Shaffer's answer.
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2 THE ECONOMICS OF MARKETING—A HISTORICAL GLANCE

As definitions of farm product marketing are so diverse, it is not surprising that the origins of economic work relative to marketing remain somewhat obscure. To each of the definitions a separate path or origin can be roughly sketched.

For example, the "what happens" version of marketing came into being rather easily wherever marketing was regarded as a mere extension of the farm business. Farm management was one of its progenitors. Neoclassical economic thought then hastened the emergence of the co-ordinating-role school of thought.
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The market development approach to marketing was derived partly from depression-born Keynesianism and latterly to the success of business schools in elevating merchandising ("marketing") to an academic discipline.

2.1 ECONOMICS OF THE EXTENDED FARM BUSINESS

In reporting early developments in Europe, Nou, citing Laur [140], observed that "marketing problems (were) dealt with within the framework of the economics of farm business" [175, p. 423]. Naturally enough, one of the linkages was the economics of the location of enterprise. Von Thünen is universally credited with original exploration. Nou quotes Seraphim [207] as calling von Thünen "the creator of the doctrine of agricultural marketing." Nou adds critically that this credit line:

need not be taken too literally. Thünen inspired the emergence of an agricultural business-economic theory oriented around problems of marketing economics. His treatment of agricultural price-formation problems, transportation economics, problems concerning the localization of agricultural production, etc., should indeed have constituted a comparatively favourable starting point for the shaping of a special agricultural marketing doctrine. However, it was some time before von Thünen's doctrine was "discovered"; and there were no developments to speak of from this starting point during the 19th century [175, pp. 225-226].

As late as the early twentieth century Brinkmann, a notable German economist, could do little more than carry forward von Thünen's ideas on the economics of transportation as affecting the location of enterprise. "The orientation of agricultural production according to economic location, or the market orientation, is therefore equivalent to a transportation orientation" [39, p. 79]. Only partly redeeming is Brinkmann's recognition of "shifts in the location of production with progressing economic development" [39, p. 142].

2.2 THE EVENT OF ECONOMIC DEPRESSION

A plausible if sardonic hypothesis is that little was built quickly upon the base laid by von Thünen because agricultural economists are habitually delinquent until a policy crisis stirs them to action. Certainly in the United States the pressure of the price collapse of 1920-21 gave the first big stimulus to economic analysis. The world depression of the 1930's created a second thrust in the U.S. and elsewhere.

In the U.S., the 1920-21 price decline spawned a to-be-celebrated institution, the Bureau of Agricultural Economics (BAE). Due in part to political opposition to control programs, much of the work of the new agency centered on commodity price analysis, collection of marketing information, and assistance to co-operatives as a promising market institution. To this day virtually every historical reviewer regards the

BAE as an organization that encouraged economic analysis in agricultural marketing not only in the U.S. but worldwide. Nou states the case forthrightly:

We may say that the pioneer contribution of the American tradition of agricultural economics, the creation of agricultural marketing as an independent discipline, deserves unreserved acknowledgement. European agricultural economics had to resign itself to the fact that it had been well out-distanced in this case [175, p. 538].

An echo was quick to be heard, particularly from Germany. Quoting Nou once more,

the countries, which had hitherto led in agricultural economics, especially Germany, were not yet prepared to simply give up the struggle and, after having found out what the Americans had achieved, intense activity in marketing research, information and training was begun at the end of the 1920's. Hamau took up agricultural marketing research at the German Economic Research Institute founded in 1925 by Wagemann. A professorial chair in agricultural marketing and a market-research institute...were established at the agricultural college in Berlin. The professor being Karl Brandt...Fritz Baade...became director of an Institute of Agricultural Marketing Research...organized by the Reich Ministry of Agriculture [175, pp. 538-539].

Without discounting the significant other work done later in West Germany, notably in market institutions once the EEC came on the European scene, in very large measure the Germans long had an orientation towards commodity price analysis, to which emerging new mathematical techniques were assiduously applied. The interruption during the Nazi regime doubtless contributed to this somewhat circumscribed experience. Hallett, writing in the English Journal of Agricultural Economics (whose editors may have enjoyed the salty), declared it not to be "surprising that the mathematical techniques developed in the U.S.A. have been enthusiastically taken up by some of the younger (German) economists. Some of them even write in German the way Professor Heady writes in English" [101, p. 63].

Closely related to commodity price analysis is the area of inquiry known as marketing costs and margins. The thesis underlying widespread support for collecting and analyzing such data is that thereby the macro-efficiency of the marketing system can be observed, and possibly micro-efficiency as well. When in 1928 Warren [242] charged that the persistent farm depression in the U.S. was due not so much to overproduction as to a "discrepancy" between farmers' and retail prices, Richards [195] replied with one of the earliest examinations of costs and margins statistics, and one that foreshadowed a statistical compilation that has continued to the present day.

In the new BAE still another direction of inquiry developed. Equally as vigorous as statistical analysis of demand-supply or of costs-margins, it related to the institutions of marketing. This area of interest stemmed directly from dissatisfaction with the economic situation. In this instance, certain marketing institutions were singled out. Others were named as instruments for amelioration. Though most of the complaint originated from farmers, the other clients of the process, namely consumers, were occasionally heard from also.
Initially, much of the unrest and proposed counteraction revolved around the principle of co-operation. Attention to co-operatives had almost century-old antecedents. In various European countries co-operation had been invoked long before as a means to resolve farmers' marketing problems—and consumers' problems in buying, as in the case of the Rochdale weavers. The Rochdale "pioneers", in setting up their co-operative store in 1844, also set up certain principles such as one-man, one-vote, that established enduring precedents [196, p. 95].

With Rochdale in mind Noul credits Great Britain with being "the cradle of consumer co-operation." But "Germany and Denmark made the principal contributions to the development of agricultural co-operation." Four Germans are named as "pioneers of co-operation", with Huber said to be "the one who made a scientific study of co-operation", while Raiffeisen "is usually honored with the title of the founder or 'father' of agricultural co-operation" [175, p. 541].

Late in the century the Danes took over the leadership, and early in the twentieth century "attracted the attention of the rest of the world" with their co-operative organization of agriculture. The German Brinkmann [30] and the American Howe [20] reported the Danish experience. According to Noul [175, p. 542], among those who drew lessons for large scale co-operation were the Russians, Britskins [41] and Chayanov [47].

As Noul points out, in the U.S. "agricultural co-operation benefited from the official goodwill shown by the Country Life Commission set up by President Theodore Roosevelt in 1908..." [175, p. 545]. But in the last thirty years organized action by farmers sometimes took a stormier turn, as in efforts at monopolization and collective withholding of product that had pre-1900 beginnings and continued erratically until the "New Deal" legislation of the 1930's gave it a new character.

During the 1920's, writings on co-operatives almost filled the technical journals of the U.S. and were prominent in various other nations. Nourse was possibly the most scholarly U.S. spokesman and Knapp the most evocative, while the organizer of widest repute in the decade was Sapiro. Scroggs [206] has written a good historical account of the U.S. experience.

A second line of institutional development in the U.S. illustrates the paradox of that nation's professed allegiance to laissez faire alongside a pragmatic willingness to deal with a problem by organized action. Despite any ideological objections, state and federal governments embarked on activities of direct aid to marketing. Agitation for them began prior to 1920-21—in fact, it began as early as the 1890's when farmers' displeasure with what they regarded as low prices led them to call for action by the federal government to improve marketing. But by 1910 prices had strengthened significantly and now it was the consumer, turn to protest and ask for action [153, 212]. Support from consumers' representatives turned the tide, and a Bureau of Markets was established that engaged in grade classification, dissemination of market information, and eventually market regulation [30, pp. 750-751]. Along with this evolutionary progress came economic analyses of the consistency of price-making by product and area, of the adequacy of market information, and of the performance of market institutions generally. An early article, "Possibilities of Improving Marketing through Better Organization", published by Price in 1923 [190], was the modest beginning to a succession of studies of the organization of markets for farm products.

Initially those studies centered on how extent markets fell short of the criteria for a perfectly competitive market system, and they put emphasis on information, standardization, and fluidity in transport to facilitate arbitrage. Somewhat later the depression that began at the end of 1929 brought more dramatic undertakings. If the 1920-21 collapse in farm prices in the U.S. contributed to support for co-operatives, and to so-called "outlook work" with its attendant requirements for commodity price analysis, the worldwide depression of the 1930's initiated more drastic governmental action in the U.S. and in a number of other countries.

In the U.S. a Federal Farm Board was created. This was supplemented by price supports and marketing orders as the principal devices to shore up prices. Norway's Agricultural Marketing Act of 1930 was emblematic of similar steps taken in northern Europe [227, p. 19]. In Canada the comparable legislation was the National Products Marketing Act of 1934 [56, p. 9].

These measures were the basis of both anticipatory and ex post studies. Black's Agricultural Reform in the United States, a review of issues in agricultural policy, was the base book of the time [22]. Heublein's analysis of experiences under the Farm Board was precedent-setting [108]. Ever since, marketing economists in many nations have applied their talents to offering a running commentary on proposed, in-force, or dismantled government schemes in marketing.

23 POSTWAR IDEALISM

In the aftermath of World War II many nations promised themselves not only reconstruction but non-repetition of errors of the past. The U.S., the least damaged combatant, was quick to affirm faith in marketing as a means to avoid the kind of depression in farm prices that followed World War I and to fulfill the newly pledged promises to consumers. Improvement in the "efficiency" of marketing was to be a major focus. Dedication to this principle was incorporated in the U.S. Agricultural Marketing Act of 1936. The authors explored two pervasive though disparate attitudes—the wish for full employment, and faith in science [30, p. 755]. The language of the act declared efficient marketing for farm products to be "essential to a prosperous agriculture" and "indispensable to the maintenance of full employment and to the welfare, prosperity, and health of the nation." It called for the introduction of science to marketing: "It is... declared to be the policy of Congress to promote... a scientific approach to the...
problems of marketing, transportation and distribution of agricultural products similar to the scientific methods which have been used so successfully during the past 84 years in... production...” [231, sec. 1621]. The line of inquiry that followed took many forms, of which the most notable was the “engineering” approach often ascribed to Bressler [36]. Applications ranged from the most minute process analysis to layout designs for a city wholesale produce market or a processing plant. The most celebrated of the last-named probably was Bressler’s classic study on oilseed extraction plants [38].

Also consistent with postwar idealism were institutional developments in the U.S. and elsewhere aimed at helping consumers and farmers simultaneously by strengthening consumers’ capacity to buy food. These had roots in macro-economic policies for full employment that came into prominence in most western nations, for which Keynesian theories were the conceptual lodestar. But, mindful of Engel’s law, most countries gave special attention to expanding low income families’ demand for food. The means often took the form of food distribution programs or multiple price systems (market stratification). Illustrative of the thinking that prevailed in the U.S. beginning in the early 1930’s—and to this date—is a 1940 article by Wells [252].

2.4 THE COMMON MARKET

Even this cursory recapitulation of major events that have given direction to work in marketing economics would be incomplete without mention of a signal event in Europe, namely the establishment of the European Common Market (EEC). This development interrupted, or redirected, the work in marketing that got underway following the wartime hiatus. Postwar studies continued to draw on U.S. sources and draw parallels. For example, de Faverie in France, in a study conducted during the middle 1950s addressed himself mainly to whether institutions for government “intervention” in the market, as devised in the U.S., were transferable to France [65]. Generally he concluded they were not. In post-war years when prospective union of six countries gained credibility, economists there turned their attention to its significance for agricultural markets. There was a dual effect on economic research. On the one hand, several lines of inquiry in individual countries were either severed or held in abeyance. On the other, investigations into market organization were increased. The latter took on an EEC-wide dimension but nevertheless constituted notable progress in the study of the marketing system for farm products.

2.5 ANALOGIES TO INDUSTRIAL MARKETING

A number of developments in marketing of farm products during the years after World War II, especially beginning about the mid-1950’s, must be ascribed primarly to analogies with practices in industrial marketing. Illustrative examples were trends towards vertical integration in the structure of markets, and market development as a practice in marketing.

Concepts and experience in vertical integration rather suddenly came into prominence in many countries, both capitalist and socialist. A dramatic application was the new agribusiness school, which sought to erase lines of distinction between production and marketing of farm products. The term “agribusiness” was coined to identify the conceptual amalgamation. Davis and Goldberg may be credited with an important original work [64].

The purest industrial-style market development relies heavily on differentiation and promotion of the products of a firm. Its advocates quote with favour the experiences of marketers of industrial products. Nevertheless, except for co-operatives that are integrated far forward, it has been difficult to establish a close connection between this kind of market action and the interests of the original farm producer. In fact, some devotees of merchandising promotion doubt that the idea of such a connection has validity. The differentiation-and-promotion school has not yet won Catholicity, nor been fully legitimized.

A deviant on industrial-style promotion is an activity to which a number of commodity organizations have resorted. Recognizing that their products, such as beef or milk, are not differentiated but nevertheless seeking the alleged benefits of promotion, they have engaged in various kinds of public-information campaigns. Usually they publicise the health-giving or other virtues of their food or other product. In the U.S. governmental participation in this effort has been greater at the state than the federal level. Only under intense political pressure from commodity organizations were provisions inserted into federal marketing orders for fruits and vegetables authorizing “check-off” (i.e., mandatory deduction) of funds for promotion from a farmer’s sales proceeds. A special programme of similar nature for cotton was separately enacted.

Still another version of promotion has been research to develop new uses for agricultural products. Regional research laboratories established in the U.S. during the 1930’s had this kind of research as a major mission. Sometimes known as “chemurgy”, this work found successive new markets for cotton, only to lose most of them in turn to artificial fibres. New uses, or new forms of processing, storing and merchandising foods, have emerged from the laboratory research.

Advocacy of converting grain into alcohol as a substitute for gasoline encountered objection based on economy. Under the dark threat of worldwide shortage of fossil fuel, that ambitious proposal is being revived a generation later with an improved prospect of acceptance.

A unique kind of promotion is that relating to expansion of a nation’s exports of farm products. Virtually all nations have employed quasi-diplomatic techniques for “foreign market development” and have subsidized or multiple-priced their exports by devices that narrowly escape indictment as dumping.

Market development by industrial techniques, both domestic and foreign, has not generated a fund of economic analysis fully equal to its prevalence and importance.
3 THE ECONOMICS OF COLLECTIVE ACTION IN AGRICULTURAL MARKETING

No axis to the economics of farm product marketing is longer, temporally, than that of collective action by farmers in marketing. As noted previously, co-operatives were the activist root of the economics of marketing farm products. Both farmers and consumers embraced co-operatives to correct apparent marketing ills.

Beyond doubt, the original concept in farm circles was of voluntary joining of hands to extend the proprietary role of the farmer to the marketing of his products. The co-operative was not regarded as a dominant and distinct business entity. It did not undertake profit maximization for itself and therefore could not be considered an enterprise. A spokesman for this point of view was Liefman [143]. Nourse [176] did not differ greatly while Emelianoff [76] endorsed it and attracted the designation of spokesman for that school of thought.

Challengers arose, however. Originally the procedure was to appraise the co-operative against the (non-co-operative) business firm. In a 1947 article Robert [196] catalogued various differences between co-operative and non-co-operative types of business enterprise. However, even to suggest that co-operatives had elements in common with all business enterprise opened up its own zone of controversy. One group of co-operative partisans insisted on the distinctiveness of the co-operative form of business enterprise, with sociological factors brought into consideration. Equally resolute defenders sought to minimize differences from other businesses. Knapp, an articulate spokesman for co-operatives, at one stage in his career and on some occasions stressed the unique features of co-operatives [137]. At other times (especially in later years) he insisted that co-operatives were not essentially different from other businesses [135].

Still later, more sophisticated students of co-operation avoided the simple, direct comparison of co-operatives with non-co-operatives and looked into general principles of organization of business enterprise. Helmburger and Hoos did so, explaining that “the transition from the firm to a theory of co-operation within an organizational framework appears to be both straightforward and fruitful in terms of developing empirically meaningful hypotheses with regard to the economic implications of co-operative marketing” [110, p. 290]. Torgerson takes the same path [228]. A basic source has been Cyert and March’s A Behavioral Theory of the Firm [57], though in a more modest manner Papadopoulos [184] and a host of others anticipated the Cyert-March type of analysis.

3.1 HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL INTEGRATION BY CO-OPERATIVES

The original version of co-operatives as an innocent extension of the farm business was belied even in formative years by farm leaders who saw the possibilities of a more aggressive role. In the U.S. a trail was blazed during the 1920’s by a California attorney, Aaron Sapiro, who preached horizontal integration. He advocated marketing co-operatives big enough “to make the control of the flow of that supply really mean something” [203, p. 11]. Rather surprisingly, the Sapiro advocacy did not lead to a flood of research and literature on the economics of commodity combines. Virtually all the scholarly writings on co-operation published during the 1920’s and early 1930’s in the U.S. and elsewhere were directed to the traditional role of co-operatives as a means to marketing efficiency. Improved operating efficiency and a more-nearly-perfect pricing system were expected to return more of the consumer’s dollar to farmers.

Only in the ferment after the end of World War II, when so many farm leaders in many nations were searching for means to make agriculture more secure, did the notion of horizontal and vertical integration generate economic studies outside the traditional haven of the state of California. The Sapiro thesis of integration for commodity-wide power was generally not yet embraced. In 1950 Knapp was still writing about the need for more research to “determine economies of scale, overhead costs, the optimum size for management, conditions essential for democratic control ...” [136, p. 1047]. Hirsch in 1949 saw vertical integration as a way of gaining more of the consumer’s dollar for the farmer: “Introduction and expansion of various types of integration by agricultural marketing co-operatives may well maintain active and keen competition in most agricultural industries ... (Potential results would be) relatively low marketing costs and margins, and perhaps smaller unit profits, but larger total profits, to farmers” [112, p. 3].

In the 1950’s and 1960’s, horizontal combination of co-operatives proceeded apace, with debates raging about the federation versus merger route (cf., Knapp [136]). In 1968 Garvin and Cramer [92] reported that much of the growth of U.S. co-operatives took place via mergers. Vertical extension appeared in the Land O’ Lakes dairy co-operatives. A little later several divergent developments appeared. One was the imaginative proposal advanced by Ray Goldberg of Harvard University and Eric Thor, California economist and later Administrator of the Farmer Co-Operative Service (Goldberg [97]). Here too, however, the form of the principle came not from studies of co-operation but from Goldberg’s interest in the concept of agribusiness. Goldberg and Thor asserted that large co-operatives could profitably form vertical alliances with large food processors or distributors. The latter could contribute expertise and, often, pre-established outlets for high-pressure merchandising of branded product.

A second divergence to the conventional acceptance of ever-larger co-operatives appeared during the 1960’s. It could be explicated, democratically disturbing second thoughts. Tracing to the principle that co-operatives were distinctive organizations, the resultant to the integrity of the new model of giant co-operatives? Might those organizations be only a monopoly agent for a select membership and be engaged in authoritarian instead of democratic practices? Two prize-winning articles of 1966, by Youde and Helmburger [262], and by Knutson [138], touched on these questions. Youde and Helmburger found that nearly all centralized co-operatives which held market power confined the benefits of that power to a select group by restricting membership eligibility. No federated co-operative, irrespective of its power position, was found to restrict membership [262, p. 32].
3.2. TECHNIQUES OF MANAGEMENT

Worthy of mention as a third divergent development was the growing emphasis on technical and administrative skill in co-operative management. In the U.S. the Farmer Co-operative Service diligently preached improvement in techniques. Helmberger, member of a new generation of critical observers of co-operatives, reported in 1966 how the managerial situation rebounced against the principle of farmer-democracy referred to in the above paragraph. He wrote of "the tendency for co-operatives to be poorly managed," explaining: "There is a reasonable presumption that farmers have expertise in farming but very little if any in the management of marketing, manufacturing, or retailing enterprises. The dim outline of dilemma becomes quickly apparent: To the extent that farmers participate in the leadership role, they may contribute to poor decisions and hamstrung management; to the extent that they don't, ownership is separated from management" [109, p. 1431]. Pottebaum in West Germany [159] as recently as January, 1973, reiterated the problem of managing co-operatives for wise decision-making.

3.3 CO-OPERATIVES AS AN ADAPTIVE INSTITUTION

Still another divergence in ideas about co-operatives puts that institution in an adaptive role. It poses the question of whether co-operatives can be moulded to meet emerging situations in farm product marketing.

In England, Pickard recently asked whether "co-operation is a suitable way of coping with the inherited structure of British agriculture" [187, p. 105]. Don reported [69] how co-operatives have been adapted to circumstances in Israel. Hausmann [106] appraised how co-operatives could serve as an instrument of marketing policy in the EEC. Grlf asked if West German agriculture could respond to growing concentration among buyers by "strengthening interfarm co-operation in all its various forms" [93, p. 277]. Helmberger [109, p. 1434] recapitulated the diversity and inconclusiveness of U.S. opinion, then added his judgment that if farming passes into integrated agribusiness control, agricultural co-operatives will lose their reason for being.

3.4 MANDATED CO-OPERATION: MARKETING ORDERS AND BOARDS

The clearest instance of building new institutions with co-operation as a base, was that of marketing orders and boards. Enforced co-operation through the medium of those two organizational forms has long intrigued both practitioners and economists. In the economics of marketing it has won a niche as a prime subject of inquiry. In the U.S., the milder device, marketing orders, has been employed rather widely. Boards have been activated in many countries of both the developed and less developed world.

Marketing orders are commodity-specific. Their provisions must be endorsed by both affected producers (in secret vote) and the agency of central government having surveillance. Provisions typically call for uniform practices in "orderly marketing", quality control, diversion of supply to secondary markets, and, latterly, promotion. In the U.S.

authority for conducting promotional activity was added to marketing order legislation in the third decade of order programmes. Previously, promotion was authorized only under state orders3.

Marketing boards add more stringent authority, which may extend even to control of volume of production and of distribution of the entire supply.

Some aspects of marketing orders and marketing boards lend themselves to economic analysis. Others do not. Benefits of orderly marketing almost defy estimation; those of merchandising promotion also are elusive. On the other hand, to the surplus-diversion features of orders and boards, and the supply-control instrument of boards, the supply-demand-elasticity tools in every economist's workbasket are very well suited.

Among selected sources of analysis of marketing orders generally are Benedict and Stine [20], Hoos [116, 117], Jamison [125], and Breimyer [32]. A few empirical studies of the operation of marketing orders have been published, among them Jamison and Brandt [126], Shaffer [208], and (for milk orders) Dobson [68].

The majority of sources regarding marketing boards are Canadian, Australian, European, and international-agency. Selected Canadian sources are a 1964 Guelph comparative study [67], the papers of a 1961 workshop [45], and articles by Walker [239, 240], and Wood [26]. Guter and Low [100] appraised the 14-year record of Britain's egg marketing board following its abolition. In 1967 Abbott [1] inventoried marketing boards in developing nations.

3.5 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

Though perhaps more explicitly identified in the U.S. than elsewhere, collective action by farmers to influence the terms of marketing their products has acquired virtually world-wide attention. Such organizations as the International Association of Agricultural Producers have been active publicizers.

The concept of unified action, not to process and sell products but to establish price and other terms of delivery, apparently arose in industrial nations, where it had a double origin. One source was the difficulty in establishing commodity-wide marketing co-operatives. The other was the record of apparent success in collective bargaining by organized industrial labor organizations.

As in so much of marketing action, the event preceded the analysis. First writings were descriptive reports on the experiences of certain bargaining associations, primarily those active in the state of California. McMillan [151], Hoos [118] and a few other persons recited the record of various organizations, some of short life and others more enduring.

3 Marketing orders for milk in the United States provide for establishing milkshed-wide minimum classified prices. This feature is unique to milk and is not typical of marketing orders as a marketing instrument.
Two separate interpretations of bargaining came to be recognized. The more aggressive was popularly expressed as “getting more” (money) for the favored group. The other interpretation was only rectification of weaknesses in marketing and pricing and protection of farmers from their consequences. Expressing this division in scholarly language, Padberg in U.S. Senate testimony sketched a basic principle that “market price has two major functions. One is the co-ordination of economic activity and the other is income distribution.” He then stated that “bargaining has come to mean ... negotiations for income shares.” His rejoinder was that bargaining in agriculture “may yield its greatest benefits by improving the co-ordinating functions of price . . .” [182, pp. 490-491].

Helmburger and Hoos, Breinmyer, and Rhodes have likewise stressed the role of bargaining in altering the farmer-processor balance as the marketing system becomes more imperfectly competitive, and not its role in winning monopoly prices for farmers. Helmburger and Hoos in an empirical report noted that farmers frequently “sell their outputs in markets where buyers . . . influence prices as well as the nonprice terms of sale.” Hence farmers take an interest in bargaining as “a means of counter-balancing the market power of buyers.” For their study the authors employed the “market-structure-conduct-performance scheme implicit in price theory” [199, pp. 1-2]. In an even more theoretical statement the same authors begin their analysis with “bilateral monopoly theory” [111, p. 1273].

Writing later, Breinmyer defined collective bargaining in agriculture as “successful negotiation between two or more opposing parties to arrive at prices and other terms of trade including the terms of contracts” [34, p. 5]. He emphasized not only the perfect-imperfect competitive model contrast between farmers and the later stages in marketing, but also the deterioration of organized commodity markets and price-making mechanisms. Included in his scheme was the possibility of farmers’ utilizing collective bargaining to protect their sovereignty via vis processors [34, p. 5].

Rhodes [193] built further on the observed fading of organized commodity markets to cite bargaining as offering promise as either a price-discovery mechanism or a means of negotiating piece-wage rates in production contracts. The closest examples may be those in cotton and eggs in the U.S. whereby representatives of various interests in the markets come together and jointly establish a reported price that often becomes the actual price in trading or, alternatively, the base price for individual negotiation. The partial success of such a “bargained formula” price itself reveals a distinctive quality of much modern merchandising. It suggests that much trading is done on considerations other than the precise level of price, so that an approximation to an equilibrium price is found adequate and routinely accepted.

Admittedly, the bilateral negotiation that replaces more nearly atomic market relations offers the possibility of realizing not merely the equivalent of competitive equilibrium prices but in addition some monopoly bonus to the more skilled bargainer. The practice and the literature on collective bargaining by farmers will continue to divide according to the relative emphasis placed on each of the two aspects of a price system as set forth, in a bargaining context, by Padberg.

Empirical analysis of collective bargaining in agriculture remains rather rare. Literature on the subject is often confined to testimony given by managers of bargaining programmes. As in marketing orders, the University of California leads in number of analytical studies done. Examples of various kinds of reports on bargaining are the papers emanating from the annual National Conference of Agricultural Bargaining Co-operatives (U.S.) as published by the Farmer Co-operative Service [232]. Illustrative of other studies are Habb et al. [9] and Cook [54].

4 EFFICIENCY IN MARKETING: THE ALLOCATIVE AND DISTRIBUTIONAL PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM

Once marketing gained independent status of its own it became subject to critical analysis of its performance. That analysis, in turn, tended to divide into (1) studies of the system aimed at how well it allocates resources and distributes proceeds and (2) the operational efficiency of individual market organizations, notably the plant or firm. Generally, both fuels for analysis were incorporated into the literature of the 1920’s but gained much more exposure in the Depression decade of the 1930’s. Efficiency of the system has been the subject of countless investigations by officially-established commissions. This is true in many nations. In the U.S. the most recent one was the National Commission on Food Marketing of 1964-66. It is no exaggeration that after a half-century of probes and thrusts, marketing economists enjoy no consensus as to the best schema for examining the allocative-distributive operations of the marketing system. Efforts have gravitated toward particular schools of economists. Usually, one aspect of the multifaceted system is selected for analysis, often on the basis of an accusation of malfunctioning.

4.1 COMMODITY PRICE ANALYSIS

Since early in the twentieth century the analytical techniques derived from the Austrian school of economic theory and the neo-classicists have been applied to the supply, demand, and price of farm products. Studies so conducted have been predictive—seldom diagnostic, and almost never prescriptive. In the U.S. the Cornell school was the earliest to gain fame. Professors Warren and Pearson were the acknowledged leaders. In their 1928 bulletin [243] and elsewhere, prices of farm products at the farm were related to consumers’ consumption in a simplistic manner that facilitated an epigram, “supply and demand make (farmers’ prices).”

The BAE of the USDA gained its reputation partly on the basis of its statistical analyses. Midway in its career that organization adopted the Cowles Commission techniques of simultaneous equations. A selected source typifying studies of that category is Fox [84]. As noted previously, among non-U.S. sources the Germans were quickest and most assiduous in using statistical techniques to derive estimates of the parameters of commodity demand and supply.
Computerization has since multiplied the physical capacity for conducting statistical demand studies. To consider the econometric methods devised would take us beyond the economics of marketing. Moreover, other more germane are considerations in the institutional structure of the marketing system as they affect its efficiency, inasmuch as econometric studies must necessarily abstract from a prevailing or a postulated institutional structure. Moreover, the institutional structure of marketing remains in a state of flux.

Analysis of institutional structure is directed to interrelationships within the system, with particular attention paid to structure as it affects performance.

4.2. MARKETING COSTS AND MARGINS

Studies of marketing costs and margins have their ingenuous and their sophisticated versions.

The simpler, unsophisticated approach employs empirical margins data to "explain" why the spread between farmers' and retail prices is so wide, or to predict that spread. The explanation is essentially defensive. The notion that marketing costs too much because the middleman extracts excess profits goes back almost to antiquity. To sketch the components of marketing costs is informative descriptively, but not analytically.

One of the most informative uses of margins data for predictive purposes amounts to a refinement of the derivation of predictions of farm-level prices directly from consumer-level information. That is, the size of the market for food products can be forecast accurately, retail prices as separately estimated can be translated reliably into prices of farm products at the farm or the firm. This procedure requires an appreciation that the German Arthur Hanau epitomized as a universal wisdom: "margins have their own price-formation and trends, which proceed independently of price-formation and trends for agricultural products." [104, p. 18]. Analysis proceeding along this line looks for leads and lags, exogenous indicators, and similar clues to prediction of the behavior of marketing margins.

There is a second level in the analytical pyramid for investigating marketing costs and margins. It is to isolate cost items that may have particular significance for policymaking purposes. Not surprisingly, a pre-bias enters into the item(s) chosen for emphasis. Marketing firms, for example, often emphasize the rising cost of labor per hour. Frequently, data will show that the cost of labor per unit of "marketing service" has increased. Though quantification of marketing service is nebulous, the Economic Research Service of the USDA regularly makes estimates both of the volume of marketing services (based largely on value-added data, a technique inviting circularity) and of man-hours of employment. It is then easy to derive indices of output per man-hour, which are published for all foods and for eight product groups [73, pp. 15-16].

Other critics concentrated on cost items such as packaging, development of new products, advertising, or profits. The last-named received a lot of attention, in disregard of the fact that in today's economy short-run profits are by no means a pure residuum but are influenced by managerial decision. The U.S. National Commission of Food Marketing [108, p. 14] took note of the fact that advertising expenditures of corporations marketing food increased almost fourfold between 1950 and 1964. In doing so it inferentially raised the question as to whether such a rate of increase was excessive.

A more sophisticated interpretation of costs and margins begins from the premise that descriptive data, even of highest completeness and accuracy, will not answer the piercing questions that critics pose. The National Commission on Food Marketing, after completing an exhaustive and expensive compilation of margins data, commented that the data did not reveal whether a particular margin is "economically justified ..." Further, "breaking down price spreads into component costs and profits is, at most, a small step toward appraising them" [167, p. 31].

Highest sophistication would indict the language: costs and margins. Accounting terminology does not help to interpret the simultaneous determination of service prices performed and income received throughout the marketing sequence for any commodity. The state of technology and the competitive model are a better starting point for analysis.

A flavor of the literature on costs and margins—and of the uncertainties attending so basically simple a concept—may be gained from these references: Schuch of West Germany [205]; Wollen and Turner of the U.K. [259]; Marshall and Winder, who review the findings of a Canadian Royal Commission [156]; Goldberg [96], Ogren [178], Freeman [88], and Waldorf [238] of the U.S.

4.3. CONCENTRATION IN MARKETS

A critical assessment of the performance of the marketing system commonly moves rather hastily into the economics of imperfect competition. This usually embraces concentration in each industry and the extent of product differentiation that prevails. Other considerations complete the following list of five topics that will be dealt with in pages that follow:

1. Concepts of concentration in marketing.
2. Concepts of product differentiation, including that in monopolistic competition.
3. The price-discovery mechanism or its substitutes.
4. The structure-conduct-performance idea applied to agricultural markets.
5. Game theory and management games.

Concepts of oligopoly and oligopsony have long been stock-in-trade of market analysts. The U.S., where food processors merged and retailing converted to chain stores amidst a philosophy of laissez faire, has shown the most sensitivity. In various European countries, food marketers have remained smaller and more dispersed, and agglomerations have taken the form of either marketing boards or large businesses in which central government played at least a surveillance role.
In the U.S., a nation given to study commissions, the first big investigation was conducted by the pre-war Temporary National Economic Committee. Reports such as that of Hoffam were particularly relevant [113]. Since 1940 the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has been the primary publisher of data. Selected references are a large FTC report of 1969 [79] and a digest by Mueller [164]. Typical current statistics report as a measure of concentration the percent of each industry accounted for by the largest four, eight, or twenty firms. A later stage of concern has been the rise of the conglomerate form of business structure. This too has rendered older concepts of analysis and policy obsolete. A recent U.S. source is the papers of a 2-day research seminar [91]. In Europe and elsewhere, the counterpart is the multinational firm. Its significance to food marketing has yet to be incorporated into the formal economics of agricultural marketing.

4.4 PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION

Differentiation of product and all the merchandising practices that accompany it has been more difficult for marketing economists to interpret. The heart of the issue is that a firm (processor or retailer) makes distinctions in product, or adds services, as a means of attaining distinctive identification and thereby capturing consumer loyalty. The practice is essentially a merchandising device.

Issues surrounding product differentiation and merchandising divide along several lines. One is whether or not advertising and a distinctive product or service, have utility for consumers commensurate with their cost. To the extent they do not, they are justified only so far as they improve the quality of “competition”—itself an indistinct concept.

In a 1964 article Shaffer [210] set forth a number of the questions that arise regarding advertising. He noted the potentially beneficial effects of improving market information, and several possible deleterious consequences.

The cost of product differentiation and advertising is another of the many concepts in marketing that appear simple but on examination prove complex. Where excess capacity exists (it nearly always does!) the phenomenon of low cost of innovation and high cost of duplication comes into view. The innovator with excess capacity can absorb the cost of a new service by virtue of spreading fixed costs over the larger volume that he attains. But when other firms follow, the area-wide volume of business is redistributed once again and per-unit operating costs are increased. The phenomenon has been reported by Beem and Oxenfeldt [18], and by Breiwer [29].

Disagreement about the worth or wastefulness of merchandising practices including advertising, largely accounted for a sharp majority-minority split in the report of the National Commission on Food Marketing. The majority viewpoint was summarized in a pallid sentence that belies the controversy it stirred up: “The principal criticism of the efficiency of the (food marketing) industry ... is the cost devoted to selling effort that yield little value to consumers” [168, p. 101]. The minority replied tartly that “advertising ... developed and grew in a competitive environment. It is a necessary tool for stimulating consumption ... Since advertising is indeed a competitive tool, it seems a strange inversion of logic to accuse it of fostering inefficiency” [168, p. 151]. A persuasive defense of merchandising practices and costs is found in Moore and Hussey [162], and Tongue [226].

A facet of the differentiation issue that receives much attention where chain stores dominate retailing, is that of private labelling. This is the practice whereby a retailer displays foods with the firm’s own label, there to compete with similar foods bearing the label of independent processors. The Food Commission devoted one of its special studies to the subject [169]. It confirmed popular reports that retailers’ mark-ups on private label products are narrower than on nationally advertised brands but avoided the issues of (1) comparability as to quality; (2) the consequences for competitiveness versus concentration among firms. Soon after the Commission’s report was released Beck addressed himself to the private label subject [17].

A final comment relates to whether advertising exerts subtle persuasion. The psychologists Rogers and Skinner raised alarm over this almost 20 years ago [197]. The new “consumer movement” has revived the issue. Advertising by television as it affects food habits of children has received special attention.

4.5 THE PRICE-DISCOVERY MECHANISM

Attitudes towards price-discovery present a contemporary contradiction. For many years most nations have declared their allegiance to a price system as the preferred instrument for directing the farm marketing economy. They have done much to improve it. Yet while scarcely diminishing their rhetoric, they are abandoning that system in increasing numbers. The role of price in guiding distribution of product and allocation of resources is moving towards eclipse in many nations, particularly developed ones.

Research aimed at cataloging or improving the pricing mechanism for farm products has typically revolved around market information, quality standardization, trade practices, type of auction, and the choice of a stage in the marketing sequence at which pricing is best done. Livingston [144] set forth the constituent ingredients with rare insight as long ago as 1920. Waugh [244] repeated and updated the message in opening a 1952 National Marketing Workshop on Pricing and Trade, which itself was followed by workshops bearing more specific charges, as of Market Information in 1954. Over the years a wealth of literature has flowed relating to market information and particularly to quality classification. In 1950 McAllister [149] reviewed the role of

*The two reports are [235] and [233].
market news. The economics of a grading system for beef has attracted research and policy interest, and a 1959 U.S. report [256] was standard bearer for similar studies. As recently as 1966, Frechbain in Australia [87] gave a resumé of the economics of grade classification. Meanwhile, among Europeans the Germans in particular interspersed their literature with inquiries into the specifications of a satisfactory system for price discovery via markets (e.g., Hanau and Weber [105]). Rogers has inventoried perceptively (late 1960's) state of price-making institutions in the U.S. [198]. Alber has done something similar for West Germany [7]. A more complete treatise on pricing institutions has been directed at the near-bedlam that has prevailed in egg markets in the U.S. [201]. These reports could be a prototype for price-making taxonomy studies of the future.

Several researchers have explored the core of the pricing mechanism in organized markets. Love and Shullett [146] dissected a terminal market for livestock. Sosnick [215], Cole [52], and Frumkin and Schrader [85] have centered on auctions. Pricing of products at intermediate levels of the distribution sequence, that is to say, at the stage of processing and wholesaling, has not received a great deal of research attention. Presumably, measures of concentration and concepts of market performance are regarded as appropriate and adequate. On the other hand, pricing practices at retail came under sympathetic scrutiny once it was recognized that the modern supermarket, and particularly the chain supermarket, is not just a corner grocer or an arcade stallamplified to giant size. The supermarket is a unique institution. Although generalized theories of product differentiation and of multiple-product pricing have application, Holdren [114, 115]. Nelson [170], Nelson and Preston [171], and others have developed concepts appropriate to modern retailing where supermarkets dominate. They emphasize, for example, the concept of variable-price merchandising, a term denoting the practice of orchestrating mark-up margins item by item in disregard of calculated net profits for each item. The object is to maximize attraction power of the store to customers, and store-wide profit.

Despite professed allegiance to market-determined price, the traditional role of price is being circumscribed at all levels from farm to retail sale. Not only are retail stall markets being replaced by commercial firms using 'administered' pricing, but the trend toward differentiation of product mated to self reduces the influence of price in distribution. Identifying features of servicing of product can overshadow price. In 1958, Mickwitz wrote that the role of price is different and sometimes secondary at various stages in marketing [159]. Soon afterward the American, Collins, reported the declining importance of price in controlling the marketing of products of the farm. Noting that "the theoretical arguments for the use of prices determined in an open market system are rather persuasive", Collins observed that "in agricultural marketing, as in many industrial fields, other avenues for co-ordinating the activities of different firms have been increasingly employed" [53, p. 530].

Replacements to commodity price as objectively determined in an open market setting—thereupon to act as a control device in the economy—take several forms. In delivery of products from the farm, trading may be "direct", but the privately negotiated price may approximate open-market pricing if information is adequate; the product may be subject to later pricing by "formula"; or the terms may have been negotiated previously in a production contract. In view of this diversity, it is not surprising that studies have taken a variety of forms, and recommendations have ranged from modification of present price-making, to the creation of new institutions. Livestock and meat remain favorite commodities for analysis. Still today, Kirk writes in England [131] and Böckenhoff in Germany [25] on the advantages of pricing livestock on the hook instead of on the hoof. Johnson in the U.S. examined eight methods of selling fed cattle and concluded that "the teletype method . . . is far superior . . . " [128, p. 8]. Faber [77] listed five alternative methods of pricing eggs in the United States, one of which was the committee pricing system that has won many advocates. Böckenhoff [26] reports that the West German Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Forestry suggested setting up so-called Price-Finding Centres. Willers proposes for West Germany "the compilation and quotation of prices paid for livestock and meat at those slaughterhouses which operate outside the market system" [254, p. 238].

Pricing under production contracts is a subject of its own. It is the contractual form of vertical integration. In a number of nations integration has come into prominence, particularly in the production and marketing of broiler chickens (see below).

4.6 VERTICAL INTEGRATION

Price-making could continue to be a focus of inquiry in marketing, provided agricultural production and marketing does not go the vertical integration route.

The idea of encapsulating successive stages in marketing into a single firm has gained worldwide prominence. The topic has attracted analytical and speculative writing in many countries. A base book continues to be Mighell and Jones, who include integration among the various means of vertical co-ordination in agriculture. They explain that "vertical co-ordination" is the general term that includes all the ways of harmonizing the vertical stages of production and marketing''. Then they add, "The market-price system, vertical integration, contracting, and co-operation singly or in combination are some of the alternative means of co-ordination" [160, p. 1].

The authors exclude contracting from vertical integration. They differ from most writers, who choose to regard production contracts (but not marketing contracts) as within the definition of vertical integration.
Other significant sources on vertical integration are Baligh and Richartz [13] and Logan [145], although Logan, as many authors do, confines himself to the economics of intra-firm integration and does not generalize to how integration affects the system of vertical co-ordination of an industry.

Scattered theoretical treatises and countless empirical reports on vertical integration have appeared in several countries and languages. Selected examples of the former are a signal article by the Canadian Trifon, published in 1958 [229], and a 1964 review by the German Schmitt [204]. An example of a study of pricing under contractual integration is Jesse and Johnson [127]. As some integration in the U.S. is associated with collective bargaining by farmers, a few studies have linked the two institutions (e.g., Babb et al. [9]).

Paulberg [181] outlines efficiency and welfare considerations in integration perceptively. Phillips in Australia [186] and Allen in the U.K. [8] rest their defence of contractual systems on the efficiency criterion. Multiple criteria enter into various other examinations. In the U.S., where poultry and eggs have received most empirical attention, Bremmer [31] related structural concepts to the emerging broiler marketing system. In 1971, Rogers reported on integration in egg markets [199]. There were similar reports on broilers by Faber and Irvin [78] and the Packers and Stockyards Administration [179].

Institutional means for co-ordinating production and marketing of farm products continues to be a subject of intense interest in socialist countries. Experiences in vertical integration in developed Western nations receive careful study there, and the topic is one that joins agricultural economists in Eastern and Western divisions of the world. The work of the Budapest Research Institute for Agricultural Economics, and of the Institute of World Economy and International Relations of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Science illustrate this. Selected examples of publications from these organizations are Marton [157] and Tulpnikov [230], respectively.

4.7 STRUCTURE-CONDUCT-PERFORMANCE

Even though the concepts of imperfect competition stemming from Stafa, Chamberlin and Robinson provided economists with a versatile conceptual apparatus for examining the marketing system for farm products, they had one critical weakness compared with the neo-classical theories from which they emerged: they seldom provided determinate solutions from objectively-observable data. This flaw led to different, though related, strategies. One was to mix assumed conditions with the mathematics of game into game theory. The other was to apply the indeterminate structure-conduct-performance approach. The latter led to vaguely defined policy ideas such as "workable" or "effective" competition.

Among economists attentive to agriculture, Clodius and Mueller have probably done most to publicize the structural approach, itself derived from Mason and Bain. The Clodius-Mueller formulation was as follows:

... market structure analysis has one basis in formal economic theory and the second in the institutional-empirical observations of industrial experience. Marshallian and neo-Marshallian theorists had derived theorems about the performance of an industry characterized by large numbers of small firms, homogeneous products, and free entry and exit, at one end of the scale, and of single-firm monopoly at the other. Concurrently, economists of an institutionalist persuasion developed studies of the organization and performance of industrial and labour markets where imperfections of all kinds were the significant characteristics. As formal theorists became increasingly aware of the wide variations... modifications were made... (in theory). How firms conduct themselves and how industries perform in the aggregate may be explained:

... Key concepts are those of market structure, conduct, and performance. The direction of causation is assumed to run from structure through conduct to performance [51, pp. 315-316].

Unique to this approach was the idea epitomized in the words, "how firms conduct themselves". In modern business organization, firms have a conduct latitude; their decisions are not rigidly predetermined by the structure of the industry and its parameters. It remains uncertain, nevertheless, how deeply the trilogy has affected market investigations. Not all reports that bear the structure-conduct-performance label genuinely conform to the Clodius-Mueller (or Mason-Bain) discipline.

Note must be taken of the effective-competition or workable-competition schools that relate closely. John Maurice Clark ranks as a leading spokesman [49]. Sosnick has led in both specifying those principles and applying them to markets for farm products [214, 216, 217]. In a summary word, criteria for satisfactory performance are set forth that are essentially epigrammatic, and replete with adverbs of degree. A certain level of concentration, amount of advertising, and so on may be tolerated, but they dare not be excessive. Thus does indeterminacy lead to subjective prescriptions that tolerate only moderate departures from standards of performance under pure competition, while accepting some of the alleged benefits of imperfect competition—especially the variety of product and innovation that follow from monopolistic competition.

48 GAME THEORY AND MANAGEMENT GAMES

As noted above, one analytical recourse of hard-pressed analysts facing an imperfectly competitive marketing system has been that of game theory. In their article on bargaining, cited previously, Helmerberger and Ioos [111, pp. 1273-77] gave a resume of game theory, which was applicable not only to bilateral bargaining but to all small-number oligopoly or oligopsony. A significant work on management games was by Babb and Eisingburger's 1966 book [10]. Eisingburger and Hesslich set down an article on the subject in the West German Agrarwirtschaft a short time before [75].
5. EFFICIENCY IN MARKETING: THE OPERATING EFFICIENCY OF THE FIRM?

In all developed nations and in the more commercial portion of developing nations, marketing is done by business firms. Most are of considerable size. Consequently, an inquiry into the nature and acceptability of the operation of the marketing system for farm products inevitably crosses the threshold into the internal economics of the firm.

The lodestar for such inquiries is the concept of efficiency. The most familiar version is productive efficiency, which is virtually self-defining. Within the larger firms there is an internal allocation of resources, the mechanism for which compares with the "pricing efficiency" of the macro-marketing system. Timmer [225] argues that "allocative efficiency" is a preferred term. Indeed, macro-efficiency is increasingly tagged as allocative rather than pricing efficiency, in recognition of the diminishing role of price in governing the functioning of the farm market system.

Efficiency is itself an engineering term that only relates output to input. The more naive characterization of the efficiency calculus in marketing emphasizes difficulties in measurement. How are input and especially output to be quantified?

A more sophisticated treatment recognizes choices among both input and output products and assigns normative criteria to these choices. Moreover, the criteria may relate to the goals of the firm, or the goals of society. Dilemmas over basic choices of what to produce and how to produce it bring to mind the tort comment of Bouclier, which he couched in terms of suboptimization. He calls suboptimization "the great danger of rationality...that is, finding and choosing the best position of part of the system which is not the best for the whole. Too many people, indeed, and especially too many experts, devote their lives to finding the best way of doing something that should not be done at all" [27, p. 18]. French insists that at least that part of marketing research financed publicly must "consider the broader social implications..." [89, p. 4].

At a workshop on marketing efficiency held in Kentucky in 1955, a work-group report reconciled the issue in terms of a hierarchy of ends. "What makes the strategic difference between the individual and the group is the differing content each might give to ends and resources" [234, p. 180]. Moreover, adds French:

The ends relevant to the examination of efficiency of the economy may differ from those of total agriculture, or the agricultural marketing system, or an industry, or a firm. Further, as we move from the farm to higher and higher levels in the system, there is less and less agreement on which ends are relevant. Therefore, there is less and less agreement on what is truly efficient [89, p. 3].

Much of this section is abstracted from the original draft of a forthcoming review article by Dr. Ivan C. French of the University of California at Davis [89]. Since appreciation is accorded Dr. French for permission to draw on the product of his labours. As Dr. French's work will be published soon it seems unnecessary to develop the topic at great length here.

Harmony versus conflict between goals of the firm and of society has become a growing focus of debate on economic policy. Farm marketing enjoys no safe harbour. Even for farm marketing the non-popular concept of externalities merits mention. Though the more advertised aspects of the concept relate to benefits such as scale (or size) externality of communication or transportation (good) or pollution (bad), a counterpart diseconomy is more fertile. It is the pecuniary diseconomy of increased assembly costs for raw products such as the sorghum plant is increased. Obviously, it relates most closely to plants that process raw products. Under the topic of spatial components of marketing cost (see topic listing in 5.2 below) French appropriately reviews not only transport cost functions but assembly or distribution cost functions as well. The latter, he remarks, "show how the total acquisition or distribution costs vary with the level of plant output" [89, p. 37].

The pecuniary externality arises when a local plant enjoys any degree of local monopoly. Then the assembly costs can be external to the plant, but not to the economy. The Economic Research Service of USDA has incorporated pecuniary diseconomies in some of its marketing research, especially in poultry processing (e.g., Rogers and Rinear [200]); likewise have some other research institutions, as in studies of milk processing (e.g., DeHaven [66]).

5.1 GOALS OF THE FIRM

If the French thesis as stated two paragraphs above be accepted, efficiency must be studied against varying ends or objectives. In the hierarchy of organizational units, the firm itself is one stratum. Recent studies of the economics of the firm take major exception to earlier unexamined assumptions that short-run maximization of profit is the overriding goal of a business firm. Due, for example, after giving proper homage to profit maximization noted "significant exceptions", which may call for avoiding "full exploitation of all the temporary situations which might follow very high profits". Further, "More than anything else, those in the management group are interested in the continued operation of the firm and maintenance of their own position..." "When this goal conflicts with maximum profits, 'security of position is likely to take precedence..." [77; pp. 389-390].

Herbert Simon [213, p. 262] qualified the profit maximization goal in other language. He noted the interdependence of firms' actions under conditions of imperfect competition, and offer the amorphous concept of "satisficing". He posited gaining or holding of market shares as an objective. Baumol [14] proposed the idea that firm managers are motivated to maximize total revenue subject to a certain profit constraint. This amounts to an emphasis on growth of volume of business as more important than winning the largest possible profits—provided profits reach a certain acceptable minimum. Nelson and Sorenson [174] quoted a business author: "businessmen are torn between the desire for profits and the desire for control, power, or prestige" [150].

\* The preceding note on externalities and this subsection on goals of the firm are not found in French (see footnote 7).
Studies in efficiency of marketing that take account of the goals of a firm are complicated by the vagueness and variability of those goals. Nevertheless, a more precise appreciation of the goals of the firm is a growing part of the literature of the economics of marketing, and will remain important and instructive.

5.2 CATEGORIES OF APPLIED THEORY

French believes that the economics of efficiency in marketing is solidly grounded in neo-classical theory but that "several types of modifications and extensions, growing substantially out of the work of agricultural economists...are particularly relevant..."[89, p. 7]. He classifies those special applications under five headings:

(a) production systems in marketing firms;
(b) plant costs and the length of operation;
(c) multiple service plants;
(d) spatial components of marketing cost;
(e) total systems analysis.

Prewar and early postwar investigations often featured process analysis, that is, the dividing of physical functions of a marketing firm into component steps that were then subjected to measurement of operational efficiency. Brunk exemplified process analysis in a 1948 study[40]. That approach has since been subordinated in the complexity of product design and long range planning for a firm's operations. French acknowledges the negative argument: "the problem of determining optimum factor combinations for most marketing firms is generally trivial in the short-run and not directly meaningful in the long-run..."[89, p. 7]. In many cases the inputs become embedded in the product in such a way that changing the input defines a new product. Further, "the principal factor substitution possibilities are between labor and machinery which may require not only changes in the plant but alteration of the product function itself"[89, p. 7].

Other features of firm-efficiency analysis for marketing of farm products bear both parallels with and distinctions from economics-of-the-firm analyses generally. Some common features revolve around time (length-of-operation) and multiple-service products, both of which French examines. In processing farm products, fluctuation of output volume over time can be extreme. What shall be the built-in capacity relative to rare and temporary peaks in output? How shall costs be apportioned relative to those peaks?

With regard to the multiple-product or multiple-service feature of much farm-product processing and distribution, French contends that conventional neo-classical theory is "quite inadequate as a framework for measuring production and cost functions in marketing firms"[89, p. 8]. French names as two major shortcomings, the non-identification of functions and parameters, and the non-availability of adequate data for relating to the modern firm with its many variables. He cites as authors who have wrestled with the problem, Bressler and King[37], Danto[62], Muhl and Thompson[166], Reed and Samuels[192], and Bressler[36].

In a 1972 article Cyert and Hedrick examined at some length the "hypothetical construct called the firm". They considered how in current writings "neo-classical theory is being extended in an a priori manner and the extent to which it is being replaced by one of the revisionist approaches"[58, pp. 398-399]. They classified recent literature as employing five different techniques: Unmodified neo-classical approach, simple extensions of the neo-classical approach, modifications of the objective function, generalized maximization techniques, and non-maximizing models[58, p. 403].

French offers exactly 100 references to "descriptive studies of plant cost records"[89, p. 47]. Relative to the "economie-engineering analysis of plant efficiency in agricultural marketing" he lists 341 references[89, p. 66]. He says the technique was "originated in the early 1940's by R. G. Bressler, Jr. and his associates at the university of Connecticut"[89, p. 66]. The foundation was "the excellent series of research bulletins produced...under the overall title 'Efficiency in Milk Marketing in Connecticut'. which are listed and partially summarized in Bressler[35]"[89, pp. 62-63, 107]. French tabulates 121 studies relating to economies of scale[89, pp. 76-80].

Not to be overlooked are feasibility studies for projected new businesses which "have as one objective, the evaluation of the likely degree of success of such ventures"[89, p. 84] (cf., Woodard,[261]). Even though Dalrymple wins some credence for his protest that "there is no clearly defined area of feasibility as such"[61, p. 119], French counters[89, p. 84] that an integration of component analyses or phases gives some identity to feasibility studies. Perhaps the tools of the marketing economist, despite the doubts of skeptics, can help to predict whether a projected marketing plant or firm stands a good chance of succeeding vigorously.

In final subsection French notes the sizable number of U.S. studies for the design of central markets. Usually, these were commissioned studies, and the plans drawn up were actually used to build or restore markets. In the words of the acknowledged leader of this work, W. C. Crow, better market facilities would contribute to "reducing marketing costs with consequent benefits to growers, consumers, and produce dealers"[55, p. 24]. French gives titles for thirty central market studies[89, pp. 193-197].

The above section cites primarily U.S. authors because French confined himself essentially to these sources. For the most part, marketing economists of the P.S. have outdistanced those of other countries in both conceptual and empirical studies of efficiency of the firm. This is not to deny instances of significant work done elsewhere. Perhaps most impressive is work relating to spatial economics and economics of location of enterprise. This Review has published a survey on spatial economics, written by Weisbeneck, Henrichsmeier, and Winge, which includes references to the food processing industry[231]. Of a different character are the down-to-earth studies regarding relocation of time-oriented wholesale assembly markets, such as those of Covent Garden in England and Les Halles in France. For references see[141, 152, and 142].
6 DEMAND CREATION AND MARKET DEVELOPMENT

In economics subject to periodic or persistent overproduction of farm products, or concerned for undernutrition of a sizable segment of the population, private and public policies relative to market development have come into being. Marketing studies, past or ante, have accompanied them to a greater or lesser extent. In this part of the economics of marketing the U.S. has predominated. Most of the references in this brief sketch are from that country. Omnibus public measures to improve the level or distribution of national income, though packed with implications for demand for farm products, are in no sense singularly agricultural and will not be annotated herein.

6.1 SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD PROGRAMMES

Among public programmes specifically designed to increase demand for farm products are the various food programmes for low income consumers. These take the form of direct distribution of food or of multiple pricing of food. Many nations use the latter device, by way of setting up special low-priced food stores, or by making food available to school children at reduced cost. In the U.S., the highly distinctive Food Stamp Plan has been added to the non-distinctive school lunch programme.

Three published articles have become classics as statements of the underlying economic rationale for supplemental food programmes. In the earliest (1936) Waugh, Burtis, and Wolf [245] sketched the potential effect of distributing a crop among independent markets. Later (1938) Waugh [246] wrote a defense of the principle of stratification of the market. These two articles were generally credited with instigating the Food Stamp Plan, a scheme that enabled lower-income families to buy an adequate food diet at a cost scaled to their income and family size. The third article, published by Southworth in 1945 [218], related food subsidy measures of different forms ("cash grant," "frozen expenditure," and price reduction) to known data on elasticity of demand.

The Food Stamp Plan was reviewed in a noteworthy 1950 report [94]. An early examination of the programme of reduced-price lunches for schoolchildren was that of Southworth and Khyman [220]. A good resume of both concepts and empirical data was contained in a pair of bulletins published by the University of Minnesota in 1959 and 1961 [253, 5]. Though it is questionable whether supplemental food programmes have yet received the research attention they merit, a growing flow of studies and articles is observable in recent years.

6.2 CONSUMER PREFERENCE STUDIES

One focus of postwar activity in farm product marketing in the U.S. has been research to specify more exactly the preference matrix of consumer demand, particularly with regard to closely competitive products of varying composition or quality of a given product. Data so obtained presumably could be related to standards for grade classification of raw farm products, or to clues for effective differentiation of manufactured products. A second-stage outcome might be the development of new products. In fact, design of new products has become, in some circles, a subsector of market analysis.

Five references will serve as proxies for the mass of literature on this subject. Burk's 1967 survey article on consumer behavior serves as a starting point [43]. Rhodes [194] reviewed the nature and expression of preference during the heyday of preference studies. Techniques for measuring expressed consumer preference have generated a literature of their own. A 1967 article by Podber et al. [183] typifies many others. Studies of consumer preferences for citrus fruits [16] and meats [250], spaced by an 8-year interval, are representative of voluminous sample-survey work done by the USDA and by some state agricultural experiment stations.

6.3 EFFECT OF ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION

The subject of advertising's micro-effect—the return to the advertiser—belongs in an inventory of the economics of marketing not because so much has been learned but because critical evaluation is so sedulously sought. Various commodity organizations and food processors eagerly scan research studies for information that may yield hints of the effectiveness of consumer-oriented advertising and promotion.

Wolf in 1944 [258] set forth some of the considerations in estimating the effect of agricultural advertising. Waugh in 1959 [246] directed similar attention to farm product promotion generally. Advertising and promotion became the subject of two national workshops in marketing in the 1960's [236], [237]. The broad outlines of the issue are not disputed. The more distinctive a product, the more evident its identification (whether by brand or biologically—such as artichokes), the more susceptible is the demand curve. Superior goods (demand for which is positively related to consumer income) are more likely to respond than are inferior goods. Where two products are similar, retaliatory advertising is likely to cancel out much of the effect that would be obtained by advertising or promoting one alone.

U.S. commodity groups that have long engaged in promotion include citrus and dairy. Two publications that won wide attention are representative of the rather sparse research into effects of advertising and promotion. The first, by Nerlove and Waugh [172], related to oranges. The second was a USDA study of relative levels of expenditure in advertising milk [50].

Although the U.S. is known as the land of hucksterism (aggressive promotion and salesmanship) it is not unique. In September, 1971, an entire issue of the periodical Agrarwirtschaft devoted to the West German "sales fund law" [221]. A decade ago, Donaldson in Australia considered the economics of advertising wool [70].
TRANSPORTATION AND REGIONAL ECONOMICS

It was almost preordained that a discipline that arose from spatial considerations in the economics of agriculture, namely, von Thünen's Der isolerte Staat [224], should continue to include in its repertory the economics of transport and regional aspects of marketing. Early in the history of agricultural economics, pre-existing knowledge of the economics of transport was updated (cf., Fetter [81]). Further extensions appeared mainly in the form of applications to particular commodities. Milk, a bulky non-storable product, lent itself particularly well to such studies. Cassels' 1937 work was virtually a prototype for many that followed [46].

The majority of regional economic studies were simulated; that is, they relied on model-building, where the authors hypothesized some rational scheme of transport cost. It is not unfair to say that insofar as the pattern of transport cost approximated actual costs, those studies could be regarded as marketing studies. If they departed too far from reality, they could not be so regarded.

Empirically-oriented studies necessarily took account of the extremely complex character of actual freight tariffs, the nature of inter-regional competition among firms operating in imperfect competition, and the special conditions of multi-product firms. Though transportation has never ceased to be incorporated into various dairy industry studies, livestock and meat also have provided fertile ground. Works by Maki et al. [152] and by Judge and Wallace are illustrative examples [129, 241, 130]. With regard to the regional economics of multiple product plans, French [89] makes reference to significant works by Polopoly [188], and by Chen and Polopoly [48]. They are valiant efforts to deal with a complex subject, and represent a positive contribution.

Periodically, regional economics has been elaborated into instructive inquiry into institutional barriers to inter-regional trade. In the U.S. the signal publication was one by Taylor, Burtis and Waugh in 1939 [222]. Identical considerations entered into the formation of the Common Market of Europe, and are a part of countless studies on European integration, to be noted later in this review. At the least, such studies invite public attention to institutional obstacles to inter-regional commerce. They may lead to explicit acknowledgment if not to policy action.

MACRO-STRUCTURAL STUDIES

Even though the economics of marketing had its inception in real-world dilemmas for which policy solutions were sought, the preponderance of studies have been of a micro-nature. Only in the last decade or so have economists ventured bravely into overview or macro-studies of major sectors of the marketing system—or of the entire system. These have involved various options such as “systems analysis” but often include the adjective, “structural”. They are more comprehensive, however, than the conventional structural analysis built around measures of concentration and differentiation of product. They encompass micro-studies but put them in a macro- and dynamic context. They include a focus on newer concepts in group organization, such as collective bargaining as a marketing instrument. They invariably seek to define (or re-define) the role of government.

Shaffer put it in these words:

We are only beginning to understand the dynamics of socioeconomic systems in the process of scientific industrialization. In order to predict the outcome of the process and all the possible modifications... I would argue for a systems orientation... By a systems orientation I simply mean the analysis of problems in the context of the broader system... I want to put emphasis on the changing relationships of technology, preferences, and institutions...

Understanding the dynamics of the sector as a system is of great importance to both public and private decisions...

The objective would be to understand the sector as a dynamic system... in order that more intelligent choices can be made among the alternatives in public and private decisions. I suggest two related orientations: (1) issues or institutions, and (2) subsectors or industries [211, pp. 143-144].

Several studies have recently enriched our understanding of the macro-structural approach to marketing.22 In a closely parallel interpretation, Marion offers an illuminating taxonomy of the “uses and meanings of ‘systems analysis’.” He expresses the approach in terms of “Weltanschauung” (all-encompassing philosophy) [155, pp. 2-4].

8.1 PRESSURE TOWARD MACRO-INQUIRY

New confidence in data and techniques may underlie the new incursions, but a more convincing rationale is, once more, the pressure of contemporary events. In Europe the advent of the Common Market forced attention to marketing systems. In many nations, the gradual weakening of traditional facilities and practices in marketing has invited objective analysis of measures either to preserve the existing structure, or consciously to design a replacement. Often a special body or commission, usually appointed by a government agency, either carried out the analyses or contracted for them. As previously noted, in the U.S. the predominant bodies have been the Temporary National Economic Committee and National Commission on Food Marketing. The Food Commission issued a major summary report [168] and 10 Technical Studies. In Europe there have been many committees of

---

1 A comment on spatial economics, and reference to a survey article [231], may be found in footnote 10.

22 E.g., Shaffer's Working Paper [209], and a noteworthy Fletcher article [83].
inquiry, some established by the EEC or the OECD. The FAO, the International Association of Agricultural Producers, and other organizations likewise have taken an active interest. Various research organizations and foundations have been involved. The IFO-Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung, for example, has conducted several studies of market organization, including some for countries such as the Netherlands and Belgium.

In U.S. literature, typical fundamental studies, in addition to those of the Food Commission include (1) comprehensive reports published by the Economic Research Service, such as Agricultural Markets in Change [72], and Market Structure of the Food Industries [74]; (2) an equally complete review of food retailing by Mueller and Garoian [165] with a separate elaboration by Padberg [180]; (3) a signal set of studies of wheat, soybeans, and Florida oranges by Goldberg [95]; and (4), perhaps the best base-book of all, Market Structure of the Agricultural Industries, edited by Moore and Walsh [163]. The last-named contains fourteen industry chapters, some relating to functions (such as retailing), others to commodities (such as meat and broiler chickens).

Some commodities continue to get a disproportionate share of research attention. One is milk. Two recent publications are surrogates for others. In a bulletin prepared for a major dairy co-operative, two land-grant university economists offered an analysis of alternative policies for a “Total Marketing System” [111]. Five authors collaborated in writing a book with a title that promised much: Organization and Competition in the Midwest Dairy Industries [255].

In Europe, technical articles generally preceded longer studies of the macro-organization of markets for farm products. Often, though not always, they had their inception in the formation of the Common Market. Selected examples were Hanau and Weber (1962) [105], and Weber (1964) [249]. Later, Hanau [103] drew lessons from EEC experiences with grain. The EEC has indeed been both the laboratory and taskmaster for marketing economists of Europe.

8.2 EUROPEAN AND OTHER COMMON MARKET STUDIES

Europe also has published comprehensive studies in recent years comparable to the U.S. reports mentioned above. Selected examples include two by the British Kirk and his co-authors regarding milk market behavior in Great Britain [134], and marketing of flowers in the U.K. [121]. The IFO-Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung has published, among its “Studien zur Agrarwirtschaft”, a sizable report, Agricultural Marketing Systems in the EEC-Member Countries [123]. The same institute’s reports for the Netherlands and Belgium are [124] and [122].

8.3 ENDLESS SEARCH

The many current studies published in the U.S., Canada, Australia and Europe testify to the current need to amalgamate and fragment knowledge about agricultural marketing so as to guide the structuring or restructuring of markets. Almost always, concepts that are considered embrace the nature of competition and of price formation—of integration or co-operative organizations that serve as replacements. The West German Wülken places current investigations as “based on previously . . . on theoretical concepts of competition and the significance for the establishment of goals together with the concrete form that results therefrom with regard to instruments of market policy in central marketing and price policy” [257]. In England, Kirk cites a return to “non-commodity studies, particularly in the fields of horizontal and vertical integration, and . . . the field of retail distribution in relation to city planning . . . [also] some continuing preoccupation with the marketing/international trade complex . . .”. He also refers to research “in the field of study of the structural and functional efficiency of marketing institutions” [132].

Thus has problem-oriented inquiry into the marketing system for farm products, initiated two or three generations in the past, given rise to a host of specialized technical competencies, only to return via an endlessly rotating cycle to new problem-oriented inquiries. Again it is universally asked, how well does the contemporary system work, and what are the problems, and the aspirations, for the future?"
8.4 INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF MARKETING

Even though it is comprehensive enough to justify a separate review article, in the context of this treatise international aspects are only an extension of micro-studies. They are, in a sense, the ultimate application of the macro-systems approach. They are entered in this inventory in order to avoid the palpable error of total omission, and without pretense of review.

A mixed collection of subtopics are the economics of international trade, international commodity agreements, and agricultural marketing in developing nations. Yet the mixture is not too strange, for macro-studies have divided into comprehensive commodity or functional inquiries, and the evaluation or design of entire systems.

With regard to the economics of international trade, the newer developments of trading with, or among blocs, and of negotiated trade, have not dispelled all inquiry into more conventional aspects of international trade in farm commodities. Bawden [15], revised and updated, older techniques which designing his international spatial price equilibrium model. Meanwhile, Abel [4] considered the common practice of price discrimination in world trade, and also described a type of model in world wheat trade [147] and a separate framework for world feed grain analysis [148]. Oligopoly models in wheat trade entered into Freebairn's analysis [86].

Few publications on international commodity agreements are as complete and illuminating as those of the recognized expert, Gerald Blau. Her 1970 paper to the Minsk meeting of the International Association of Agricultural Economists suffices to illustrate the body of literature available on the subject [24].

With regard to marketing in agricultural economic development, Abbott is among the most experienced analysts and authors. Two of his earlier publications were [2] and [3]; he has chapters in two books of readings (Miller [161], and Southworth and Johnson [219]). Other authors in those collections provide insights, as does Mellor in his text [158]. Likewise do several authors in a Blase-edited 1971 book [23].

To assemble the results of a half century or more of farm product marketing investigation and extend them to the virgin territory of aspiring newly developing nations, could be in the best tradition of private and public scholarship. In a gesture of magnanimity, developed nations of the world have indeed transferred much knowledge. There has been reciprocity; research studies in developing territories have often provided a chronology of the evolution of marketing institutions that was denied students in older nations who could only infer the history of their own economies. Yet to close this review on such a sanguine note would be inaccurate both historically and as augury for the future. For experience has been replete with examples of limited transferability from developed to developing nations, and of flawed analogies between the two halves of the world. In large measure institutions of marketing are time-dynamic and culture-specific. This fact does not invalidate the global compendium of knowledge assembled over more than a half-century (and longer, if

lines back to von Thünen be recognized). It does remind us that marketing inquiry is less likely to yield verities than verisimilarities; and the specification of what is known and what is not known will occupy future contributors to the literature of the economics of agricultural marketing in countless years to come.

9. REVIEW AND APPRAISAL

The economics of the marketing of agricultural products, unlike more discretely defined sub-sectors of the economics of agriculture, has provided the arena for diverse inquiries into the arrangements by which products of agriculture move into intermediate and final consumption, how incomes are generated, how private institutions are created, and how public policies are chosen. In the earliest and simplest approach, marketing was viewed as an extension of the farm business. More common in recent years has been the viewpoint that marketing is the nerve centre for the motor forces that give direction and impetus to the production and distribution of products. This conceptualization even fits the socialist countries, although their techniques of co-ordination differ somewhat from those employed in mixed economies. In rather sharp contrast is a third school that focuses on the process of consumption; patterned after industrial marketing, it embraces both income and cultural influences on consumer behaviour but receives its orientation primarily from merchandising. This third school has experienced difficulties of communication with more traditional approaches to the marketing of agricultural products.

It is no discredit to scholars that much of the impetus for marketing inquiry has come from contemporary events posing problems to be solved. It is to the credit of scholars that they have responded imaginatively and inventively. As a consequence, techniques of analysis and proposals for action have been devised that have proved to be of positive value. Among analytical techniques the foremost may still be commodity price analysis. This and similar fields such as formulations of the economics of consumption have spun-off into entities of their own. Studies of micro-efficiency of the marketing firm began with process analysis and enlarged into simulated engineering constructs. Earlier studies of macro-efficiency of the system were oriented toward the perfect competition model and employed such traditional—and still unsatisfactory—statistics as cost and margins, and were directed at policy action to improve communication and the process of arbitrage.

In economics of marketing as in economics generally, the successive departures from perfect competition posed difficult problems. The economics of the firm was complicated by expansion to multiple products of differentiated nature, and even to fully conglomerate structure. It would be overly sanguine to claim mastery of these new obstacles to analysis, even though the ingenuity displayed is creditable. More a by-then direct-product of this direction to analysis are insights into management techniques of modern merchandising firms, such as the unique pattern of behavior of the supermarket retail store.
In both micro- and macro-studies, marketing economists were tardy in incorporating analytical schemes of monopolistic (imperfect) competition; nor have they contributed notably to that literature. Examinations of the allocative and distributional performance of the marketing system have increasingly taken account of structural changes, such as vertical integration, but they continue to reveal an element of frustration. For example, the structure-conduct-performance device is frequently employed by economists studying the marketing of agricultural products despite the fact that its indeterminateness violates the widely-extolled principle of specification of models. The economics of marketing agricultural products has long found application to collective action—private or governmental—in marketing. Historically these have revolved around various forms of co-operation but they have proliferated into quasi-governmental devices such as marketing orders and marketing boards, and into collective bargaining. Furthermore, such developments as the formation of the Common Market of Europe, and the gradual fading of organized commodity markets for price discovery, have recently given a new thrust to institution-building as an appropriate application of the economics of marketing.

Thus it must be admitted that the economics of marketing agricultural products cannot satisfy epistemologists. It remains crude in definition, and more pragmatic and ingenious than rigorous in its technique. Yet its performance has been salutary, its achievements genuine. Perhaps the greatest challenges to be faced are those of effecting a liaison between its more esoteric and its problem-solving practitioners; and in retaining a substantial continuity and internal unity in its inquiries, in contravention of persistent demands to service needs-of-the-day. In all scientific inquiry continuity and a degree of consistency are essential. This is no less true of inquiry into the economics of marketing agricultural products than of other forums for scientific endeavour.
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